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The
exponential price hike of a particular

mineral resource can do wonders for a
company.

Just ask Lincoln Minerals Ltd, whose graph-
ite opportunities 35km north of Port Lincoln
could prove to be one of the most treas-
ured assets in its diversified resource
chest, according to managing director
John Parker.

"It's driving our share price (14.5c/
share at time of print) at the moment.
Basically our share price has doubled
or thereabouts since the New Year
which has really been on the back of
the resurgence of graphite," he said.

Since the start of 2000, Industrial
Minerals Magazine has tracked prices
for graphite and up until 2004 prices
consistently trended around $US600-
750/t.

Mid-way through 2004 there were
signs the market was changing. How-
ever, it wasn't until the end of 2011
when the true shift in market sentiment
started to be understood.

Some of the key determinants in graphite
pricing are flake size and purity, so a coarse
graphite flake +80 mesh (particle size) @ 94-
97% carbon content is trading between $US2-
3,500/t, whereas a coarse flake product at
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about 90% carbon would be worth about
$US2,0001t.

So why has graphite become the sexy min-
eral of the day? For starters the world's largest
producer 1mt or 79% of global production in

2011, according to Industrial Miner-
als Magazine came from China.

Graphite's early uses were in
products such as pencils however
its heat and electricity conductor
properties have seen its use in elec-
trical equipment increase, tightening
supply. In response, the Chinese
Government reacted in a similar
way as it did to rare earths in 2010,
slapping export tariffs on graphite to
restrict exports.

Industrial Minerals Magazine re-
ported that once the country real-
ised the importance of graphite in
new technologies, the supply situa-
tion would worsen.

"The thing that people are not
probably aware of is that it (graph-
ite) is a very good lubricant. The

bars on top of the fast trains in France that
transfer electricity from the wire to the trains
are graphite. It has a lot of properties, there is
over 50kg of graphite in electric cars including
the batteries and brushes in the electric mo-
tors," Parker said.

Graphite players appear to be banking
on the growth in the electric car and lithium
ion battery market and Lincoln sees itself as
primed to take advantage of the new found
popularity of the mineral.

And it appears the South Australian-based
explorer has not gone unnoticed in the inter-
national market with Canadian brokerage firm
Industrial Alliance Securities Inc. placing Lin-
coln on its radar of "target generation" graph-
ite players.

Lincoln was one of 69 "target generation"
companies Industrial Alliance rated around
the world and despite appreciating the ac-
knowledgment the company had received,
Parker's opinion was that Lincoln deserved a
better assessment.

"They put us on the bottom of the chart but
I'd have us half way up because we have a de-
fined resource and historical mining. In theory
we should been in the top half dozen compa-
nies in the world, outside of China."

Industrial Alliance's chart indicated there
were 22 projects in early exploration world-
wide. two with resources defined and histori-
cal resources, four in advanced exploration,
one undergoing PFS/DFS and no projects
currently in development.

Such a project pipeline supports an argu-
ment for supply deficits. According to Indus-
trial Alliance, 23 new mines outside of China
and India need to start between now and 2020
to satisfy demand, certainly by 2020 Lincoln
would know whether it has a viable graphite
project on the Eyre Peninsula. However, it

could be much sooner than that.
"We don't have any (capital/operational)

numbers yet but we are planning to have a
scoping study finished by the end of this year.
In theory, because it is a very simple op-
eration, the potential to get it up and running
maybe in 18 months, and I reiterate potentially
there is the possibility of having it up by the
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Port Lincoln is about 35km from the Koppio and Kookaburra Gully graphite prospects

Koppio is one of a number of prospective graphite plays on the Eyre Peninsula

Povey at the Koppio graphite deposit which was
mined in the 1900s and 1940s

Large flake coarse graphite at +80 mesh (particle
size) @94-97% carbon can fetch $U$2,000-3 ,500/t

at current prices
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Graphite has been all the rage since prices started to sky rocket a few
years ago

end of next year if everything went smoothly,"
Parker said.

An EM survey over Lincoln's high priority
targets was scheduled to be flown as Paydirt
went to print.

The EM survey was dedicated to cover the
entire Cockabidnie-Campoona area (along
strike from Archer Exploration
Ltd's Campoona and Sugarloaf
Hill prospects and Monax Mining
Ltd's Jameison Tank project), plus
the Koppio and Kookaburra Gully
targets.

Koppio and Kookaburra Gully
are the company's priority field
projects and will be subject to drill-
ing in July.

Historically Koppio was mined in the early
1900s and during WWII with small amounts of
graphite produced from underground. Lincoln
currently has in its keep an inferred resource
of about 57,0001 @ 13% carbon at Koppio.

"The old mines department records from
1945 show that there were small reserves.
When you extend those reserves over a 500m

14,.011.

- 11414

strike length, which we can see from outcrop-
ping and some old EM surveys, the conceptu-
al exploration target there for us is something
like 100,000t-1mt graphite at what we believe
to be good grades."

North of Koppio, is Kookaburra Gully which
hosts a larger inferred resource of 880,000t

Eyre Peninsula is host to a
number of graphite prospects

and mines and old occurrences
scattered throughout the Peninsula."

@ 11.5% carbon. The company has an explo-
ration target of 0.9-1.8mt graphite.

Despite only small scale resources to
speak of at the moment, Parker said the com-
pany was confident it could produce quality
graphite, in terms of grade and plate size, that
would stack up against any competing mate-
rial worldwide.

Koppio has an inferred resource of 57,000t graphite

The company could be in no better setting
either with Lincoln's prospects being in Aus-
tralia's foremost graphite province, Parker
said.

"Eyre Peninsula is host to a number of
graphite prospects and mines and old occur-
rences scattered throughout the Peninsula."

The Uley graphite mine
(4.3mt @ 9.4% carbon indi-
cated and 2.3mt @ 7.5% car-
bon inferred), south of Port
Lincoln, is one of the biggest
large coarse flake deposits in
the world. Strategic Energy Re-
sources Ltd plans to rejuvenate
the project with Canadian firm
MEGA Graphite Inc.

As Paydirt went to print, MEGA had en-
gaged experts to work on engineering and
refurbishment plans, while undertaking per-
mitting and environmental compliance work.
To date small amounts of graphite have been
produced and it is understood export quality
material was not far off.

Declining graphite prices and increased

China has tightened its graphite supply, increasing international demand for the mineral critical in new technologies
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freight costs made Uley an unviable operation
in 1993 but now the world graphite situation
has changed Strategic through its wholly
owned subsidiary Tarcoola, which has de-
merged into MEGA is looking to become an
important player in the sector once again.

The reopening of Uley may bring the graph-
ite spotlight back on the Eyre Peninsula and
companies such as Lincoln could be major
beneficiaries.

With the company striving to have a scop-
ing study (Koppio and Kookaburra Gully)
completed by the end of 2012 graduation
towards production could happen in 2013/14
courtesy straightforward mining and process-
ing procedures.

The timing would also coincide with aver-
age graphite prices for large flake +80 mesh, John Parker

94-97% carbon peaking at $US2,900/t.
"It would be a fairly simple open cut min-

ing operation, so you probably won't need to
go underground. The actual processing is a
very simple crush and grind with a series of
flotation cells. The footprint would be small
and the main challenge would be the tailings
facility.

"We could peg it and prepare a mining lease
application right now because we have a re-
source there and we know what the grades
are. However, we want to do a bit more metal-
lurgical work first. By the end of this year we
will have all the metallurgical work done and a
scoping study and be able to press the button
on the mining lease proposal," Parker said.

Mark Andrews
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